This paper examined the sustain and address discharge characteristics of ac-PDPs with MgO surface coated by MgO nano crystal powders. The MgO nano crystal powder was deposited by about 5% on the MgO surface by using the spray method. To investigate the effects of the partial addition of MgO nano crystal powders on the sustain discharge as well as the address discharge, the luminance, IR spectra of 823, 828 nm, cathodoluminance, and firing voltage were measured with the measurement of the address delay times and wall voltage variation in the 42-inch ac-PDP module with a high Xe content of 17%. As a result, the statistical delay characteristics were improved considerably especially under the low panel temperature of −5 C for the MgO surface with MgO nano crystal powder. However, both MgO surfaces with and without the MgO nano crystal powder showed almost similar sustain and address discharge characteristics except the statistical delay characteristics.
INTRODUCTION
An MgO layer in ac-PDP plays an important role in producing the sustain and address discharge by lowering the firing voltage thanks to its high secondary electron emission coefficient. As the size of PDPs is becoming larger and their cell numbers are increased considerably, the importance of address discharge is more emphasized under the ADS driving method, thereby requiring the better performance of MgO layer. 1 In particular, the fast address discharge characteristics of MgO layer are required. 2 Furthermore, the fast address discharge characteristics of MgO layer should be maintained under the variation in the panel temperature.
However, the conventional MgO layer is very sensitive to the variation in the panel temperature, meaning that the address discharge characteristics are quite different depending on the panel temperature. That is, in case of the conventional MgO layer, the address discharge is very unstable, and the formative and statistical delay times * Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
are very long under the low panel temperature, whereas the formative and statistical delay times are very short and misfiring discharges are produced easily under the high panel temperature.
Recently, in order to compensate the demerit of the conventional MgO layer, various types of MgO crystal powders were used as a functional layer for improving the address delay characteristics and simultaneously lowering the firing voltage in the mini-test panel. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] However, in this case, the partial addition of the MgO crystal powders, particularly the few percent spray-coated MgO crystal powders, might cause a misfiring discharge because the partial addition of the MgO crystal powders might not guarantee the uniform discharge of the entire PDP panel, especially the large size (> 42-inch) panel. Accordingly, the effects of the partial addition of MgO nano crystal powders on the discharge uniformity need to be investigated under the large size PDP condition.
In this paper, to investigate the effects of the partial (5%) addition of MgO nano crystal powder sprayed on the conventional MgO surface on both the sustain and address discharge characteristics, the luminance, IR spectra of 823, All these experiments were carried out under the full driving scheme with 11 subfields. In particular, the panel temperature was varied from −5 C to +65 C so as to examine the temperature dependence of the MgO nano crystal powders. The address and sustain discharge characteristics were analyzed and compared relative to the panel temperature for both the MgO layers with and without MgO nano crystal powders. Figure 1 (a) shows the conventional MgO surface grown by using the ion plating method, whereas Figure 1(b) shows the MgO nano crystal powders coated on the conventional MgO surface by using the spray method. As shown in the SEM image of Figure 1 (b), the MgO nano crystal powders had sizes ranging from a few tens of nanometers to a few micrometers, and the big size of the MgO crystal powder showed the cubic shape. In this experiment, the MgO nano crystal powders had a five percent deposited area over the entire MgO surface. The HD grade 42-inch ac-PDP modules were used as test panels in which all the PDP cell conditions were exactly the same, except the MgO surfaces with and without MgO nano crystal powders, as shown in Table I . Figures 2(a) and (b) show the schematic diagrams of the measurement system and related voltage driving waveforms employed in this research. In Figure 2 (a), the infrared (IR) emissions were measured by using the spectrometer and photosensor amplifier (Hamamatsu, C6386), and the luminance was Figure 3 shows the V t closed curves measured from the 42-inch test panels with and without MgO nano crystal powders on the MgO protective layers. Table III shows the values of firing voltages obtained from the V t closed curves of Figure 3 . Figure 3 and Table II show that the firing voltages were almost similar irrespective of the presence of the MgO nano crystal powders, implying the 5% addition of MgO nano crystal powders on the MgO surface did not affect the variation of the firing voltage. Figure 4 shows the cathodoluminance (CL) intensities measured from the 42-inch test panels with and without MgO nano crystal powders on the MgO protective layers. Of the two peaks in the CL intensity shown in Figure 4 , the one peak meant the F /F + center peaks positioned at about 2.5-4.1 eV that was related to the secondary electron emission, whereas the other peak meant the shallow peak positioned at about 1-2 eV that was related to the emission of electrons trapped in the low energy level of the MgO. 8 9 The CL measurement data in Figure 4 illustrate that the 5% coating of the MgO nano crystal powders on the MgO surface can induce the increase in the F /F + center peaks at about 3-4 eV as well as the shallow peak at about 1-2 eV. Nonetheless, as shown in Figure 3 , the changes in the deep energy level ranging from 2.5 to 4.1 eV did not reduce the firing voltage. Our experimental results of Figures 3 and 4 showed the tendency contradictory to the results that the F /F + center peaks at about 2.5-4.1 eV was related to the secondary electron emission.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Measurements of Firing Voltage and Cathodoluminance (CL) Related to Sustain Discharge Characteristics
Measurements of Luminance, Luminous
Efficiency and IR Spectrum Related to Sustain Discharge Characteristics Figure 5 shows the luminance and luminous efficiency measured from the 42-inch test panels with and without MgO nano crystal powders on the MgO protective layers. The driving conditions for measurement were as follows: under the full-white pattern, the sustain voltage was 205 V and the 64 sustain pulses were applied during the sustain period. Like the firing voltage case of Figure 3 , the luminance and luminous efficiency were almost similar irrespective of the presence of the MgO nano crystal powders, implying the 5% addition of MgO nano crystal powders on the MgO surface did not affect the variation of the luminance and luminous efficiency. Figure 6 shows the IR emission intensities of 823 and 828 nm measured from the 42-inch test panels with and without MgO nano crystal powders on MgO protective layers. As shown in Figure 6 , both cases, i.e., with and without MgO nano crystal powders, showed almost the same emission intensities for the IR of 823 and 828 nm which eventually emit the vacuum ultraviolet of 147 and 173 nm. This result also illustrates that the IR emission characteristics strongly depends on the MgO surface characteristics instead of the MgO nano crystal powders.
Measurement of Address Delay Time and Wall Voltage Variation Related to
Address Discharge Characteristics on the MgO surface contributes to reducing the T s instead of T f . Figure 8 shows the wall voltage variations for both cases, i.e., with and without MgO nano crystal powders, relative to the address-on-time during the address period. For the conventional MgO case, the wall voltage variations were increased with an increase in the address-on-time. This tendency was observed to remain for the MgO nano crystal powders. In general, it has been known that in case of shorting the statistical delay time for the conventional MgO surface, the corresponding wall voltage variation was increased considerably. [10] [11] [12] However, in case of shortening the statistical delay time using the MgO nano crystal powders, the corresponding wall voltage was not aggravated largely. Accordingly, this result confirms that the use of the MgO nano crystal powders as a functional layer contributes to enhancing the address discharge characteristics.
Variation of Address Delay Times
Relative to Panel Temperatures Figure 9 and Table III show the changes in the Laue plots of address delay times and statistical delay time measured under three different panel temperatures (−5, +25, and +65 C) from the 42-inch test panels (a) without MgO nano crystal powder and (b) with MgO nano crystal powders. The formative (T f and statistical (T s delay times were obtained by using the following equation of (1) based on the Laue plots of Figure 9 . 13 Probability of non-discharge (P )
Where, T f is a formative delay time, and T s is a statistical delay time. In Eq. discharge is not produced, whereas P = 0 is the address discharge is produced stably. For the conventional MgO surface, the address delay times were increased from 76 to 206 ns as the panel temperature was lowered from +65 to −5 C. It has been known that the address delay characteristics strongly depend on the presence of the exoelectrons emitted from the MgO surface as a result of thermal excitation. [14] [15] [16] Accordingly, under the low panel temperature of −5 C, the emission characteristics of exo-electrons from the MgO surface was reduced considerably, thereby resulting in aggravating the address delay characteristics, especially the statistical delay characteristics. However, as shown in Figure 9 (b), for the MgO surface coated by the MgO nano crystal powders, the address delay time, especially statistical delay time was changed very slightly despite the low panel temperature of −5 C. As shown in Figure 9 (b), the PDP cells with the MgO surface coated by the MgO nano crystal powders showed the statistical delay characteristics independent of the panel temperature. This result would postulate that unlike the conventional MgO surface, there would be an electron emission from the MgO nano crystal powders irrespective of the panel temperature variation. We can deduce from the CL data of the MgO nano crystal powders in Figure 4 that the seed electrons could be provided by the emission of the electrons trapped in the F /F + center and shallow energy level. However, this point remains still unclear, requiring the further study.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the sustain and address discharge characteristics of ac-PDPs having the MgO surface with and without MgO nano crystal powders were compared and examined. Under the 42-inch ac-PDP module with a high Xe content of 17%, the luminance, IR spectra of 823, 828 nm, CL intensity, and firing voltage related to the sustain discharge characteristics were measured, and the address delay times and wall voltage variation related to the address discharge characteristics were measured.
For the MgO surface with MgO nano crystal powder, the statistical delay characteristics were improved considerably especially under the low panel temperature of −5 C. However, both MgO surfaces with and without the MgO nano crystal powder showed almost similar sustain and address discharge characteristics except the statistical delay characteristics. 
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